Vac-Con® has always given More Power to You® but in doing so we’ve always strived for
environmental responsibility. We’ve always cared about the planet just as much as we’ve cared
about our customers. With this in mind we want you to be rest assured that you can have Peace
of mind while you are out on the job site that your Vac-Con® machine is doing all it can to be
environmentally friendly. We know that you want to take care of your customers with the highest
satisfaction so we’ve added features to be Quieter so your customers are as undisturbed as possible. These are just some of the features of how Vac-Con gives More (Green) Power to You®:


Less Fuel is Consumed—This is achieved by using large

displacement (160CC) hydrostatic pumps, which provide more
performance at slower speeds causing a reduction of the chassis
operating speed. Figures show that fuel usage is reduced by 40%.
With Vac-Con’s® 2-engine design you don’t need the chassis while
using in water jet operations. Let’s not forget: Less Fuel = Less
Money Spent
 Less Noise is Produced—By reducing RPMs we also reduce
the noise coming from the engine. This combined with our Silent
Packages can even better improve the conditions for both the
operator and the community. Also, with less exhaust being emitted
into the atmosphere, we cut down on green house gasses and reduce
the carbon footprint.
 Less Water is Used—Vac-Con uses high pressure, low volume
water systems in applications where less water is able to do an
effective job of cleaning. With the pressure doing the cleaning, the
water volume can be reduced. This is a positive solution for the
local community and the planet.
 More Control to the Operator—The Omnibus Operating
System not only provides a simple, one-touch/one location system
for the operator to have complete control of all of the machines
functions. This control means the truck give you the power where
you want it, it does what you want it to do and WHEN you want it
to do it. This saves time and money. Your time and your money.
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Visit us at Vac-Con.com to view specific statistical and testing data related
to fuel saving and noise reduction, as
well as, the other terrific features of a
Vac-Con

www.VAC-CON.com/Green_Stuff.html

Twitter/VacConInc

